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ABSTRACT
Tumor growth models based on the FisherKolmogorov reaction-
diffusion equation (FK) have shown convincing results in
reproducing and predicting the invasion patterns of gliomas
brain tumors. Diffusion tensor images (DTIs) were suggested
to model the anisotropic diffusion of tumor cells in the brain
white matter. However, clinical patient-DTIs are expensive
and often acquired with low resolution, which compromises
the accuracy of the tumor growth models. In this work, we
used the traveling wave approximation model to describe the
evolution of the visible boundary of the tumor modeled by the
FK equation to investigate the impact of replacing the patient
DTI by (i) an isotropic diffusion map or (ii) an anisotropic
high-resolution DTI atlas formed by averaging DTIs of mul-
tiple patients. We quantify the impact of replacing the patient
DTI using three metrics: the shape of the simulated glioma,
the estimation of the tumor growth parameters, and the pre-
diction performance on clinical cases.

Index Terms— reaction-diffusion equation, DTI, glioma

1. INTRODUCTION

Gliomas are a type of malignant brain tumor with fast in-
filtration along white matter fiber tracts. Modeling glioma
growth is a complex task due to the infiltrative nature of this
disease, which makes low concentrations of tumors unob-
servable in magnetic resonance images (MRIs). Several bio-
physical computational models have been proposed for de-
scribing the diffusive growth of these tumors that cannot be
completely seen in MRIs. Swanson et al. [1] proposed the
use of tissue-based tumor cell motility, where their model
included different diffusivities in white and grey matter, but
isotropic and homogeneous within each. To improve the real-
ism of the model, Clatz et al. [2], Jbabdi et al. [3] and Menze
et al. [4] constructed anisotropic non-homogeneous models
within white matter based on patients DTIs. Unfortunately,
patient DTIs are not widely available because of the added
cost and time for acquisition. Clinical patient DTIs are usu-
ally of low quality (low-resolution and low signal-to-noise ra-
tio) due to the limited number of diffusion gradients and rep-
etitions acquired. Although there exist several sequences to
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accelerate DTI acquisitions (e.g., SENSE), they are not sys-
tematically used in a clinical setting. In addition, the white
matter tracts on the patient DTIs are often disturbed inside
the region of the tumor and close to the boundary causing
the image to be incomplete. It is for this reason that Unkel-
bach et al. [5] proposed to use Swanson’s model without a
DTI for radiotherapy planning. Alternatively, instead of re-
lying on a patient-specific DTI (“patient-DTI”), one may rely
on a DTI atlas (“atlas-DTI,” which is an average of 75 sub-
ject DTIs [6]), or refrain from using a DTI at all (“no-DTI”).
To date, there has been no analysis carried out to quantify
whether the patient specific information on anisotropic tumor
growth directions in patient-DTI gives invaluable information
in terms of tumor growth prediction.

In this work we provide a comparison between three mod-
eling options: using a patient-DTI, atlas-DTI and no-DTI.
We compare these three options and evaluate which method
aids the traveling wave approximation model in providing
the most accurate description of the tumor growth dynamics.
This study also gives insight into whether the tumor growth
has directional preference (anisotropic growth) as formulated
in [2, 3] or only obeys tissue based differential motility as
proposed in [1]. This question is crucial since most of the
available data do not have DTIs. We compare these modeling
options using three different metrics: the shape of the simu-
lated glioma, the estimation of the tumor growth parameters,
and the prediction performance on a few clinical cases.

2. TENSOR FORMS FOR THREE DTI OPTIONS

Consider the Fisher-Kolmogorov to describe the 3-D macro-
scopic dynamics of the tumor cell density u:

∂u

∂t
= ∇ · (D(x)∇u)︸ ︷︷ ︸

Diffusion Term

+ ρu(1− u)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Logistic Reaction Term

; η∂ω · (D∇u) = 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
Boundary Condition

(1)
where the diffusion tensor D(x) depends on the position x, ρ
is the proliferation rate, η∂ω are the normal directions to the
boundaries of the brain surface, and t represents time.

Different D(x) constructions have been proposed in the
past. Some researchers [1, 5, 2] have considered isotropic
diffusivity and defined D(x) as dgI if x is in gray matter
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Fig. 1. Diffusion tensor forms. (a) & (b) show water diffusion
tensor directions that were used to model anisotropic growth
in WM. (c) WM segmentation that was used to model region
where tumor would isotropically grow for the no-DTI option.

and dwI if x is in white matter, where dg and dw are scalars
(dg << dw) and I is the identity matrix. This representation
is used in this paper for the no-DTI case, where the isotropic
and homogeneous growth in white matter (WM) is guided by
a WM segmentation (Figure 1(c)). Other researchers [2, 4, 7,
8] have examined anisotropic diffusivity where D(x) is dgI
if x is in gray matter and dwDwater if x is in white matter,
where Dwater is the water diffusivity tensor obtained from a
DTI normalized using the maximum eigenvalue in white mat-
ter [2]. TheseDwater based DTIs are used for the patient-DTI
and atlas-DTI cases. Even though patient-DTIs represent bet-
ter the patient’s white matter architecture, they also have the
drawbacks of having less resolution and more noise. On the
other hand, atlas-DTIs are less noisy as a result of the aver-
aging caused by using multiple patients [6]. Figure 1 shows
a comparison between a patient-DTI (a) and an atlas-DTI (b).
To the best of our knowledge, there is no study that gives a
clear indication of which D(x) construction can be used in a
FK model to produce the best tumor growth prediction results
measurable by FLAIR MRIs.

To overcome the fact that cell density u in Equation (1)
cannot be directly observed, we use the traveling wave formu-
lation [7] to approximate the evolution of the tumor boundary
that can be observed in the MRIs. The model’s inputs are two
tumor segmentations from different dates (delineated from
FLAIR MRIs), brain and white matter segmentations (found
from a T1 MRI), and a tensor image (one of the DTI options)
to describe the tumors diffusion in white matter. The model
must first be personalized to find patient optimum modeling
parameters (i.e., tumor growth speed that is a function of:
dw∗ρ in white matter and dg∗ρ in gray matter). The model’s
output is the predicted tumor evolution in isotime contours.

3. SHAPE OF THE SIMULATED GLIOMA

How close are the simulation results using an atlas-DTI or
no-DTI to the results using the subject-DTI?

A synthetic dataset was formed by a healthy subject-DTI,
a T1 MRI, a FLAIR MRI, and an atlas-DTI. We registered
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Fig. 2. High-resolution synthetically grown tumors. Atlas-
DTI (green) and no-DTI (blue) contours are compared to
subject-DTI (red). Start seed is in orange.

all images to the Apparent Diffusion Coefficient map (ADC)
of the subject-DTI (rigid for the subject-T1 and non-rigid for
the atlas-DTI that was taken from [6]) for the purpose of being
able to compare results.

We compared similar volumes of the atlas and no-DTI
options to the subject-DTI using the root-mean-squared sym-
metric distance error (RMSE) metric where we compared
the isosurfaces (i.e., simulation results with segmentation at
a give time point). Using the approach described in Section
2, 120 synthetically grown tumor evolutions were initialized
from a single voxel at randomly chosen locations. The sim-
ulation results from using the subject-DTI were used as the
comparison baselines (i.e., thresholded at 200 days of tu-
mor growth). The speed related to the three D(x)s were not
directly comparable since the atlas and subject-DTIs were
normalized differently and DTIs modeled non-homogeneous
diffusion in white mater. Furthermore, the D(x), which was
not based on DTIs (no-DTI option) was used to model homo-
geneous tumor diffusion in white matter. Therefore, to pro-
vide a meaningful comparison, tumor growths were stopped
when the tumor volume (for the atlas-DTI and no-DTI op-
tions) were the same as the ones obtained after 200 days
with the subject-DTI. The synthetic experiments included
comparing the RMSE found using the atlas and no-DTI op-
tions when the MRIs had different resolutions (low-resolution
case=1mm x 1mm x 3mm, high-resolution case=0.5mm x
0.5mm x 1.5mm), tumor locations (Supratentorial and In-
fratentorial regions), and various tumor grades (high grade
glioma [HGG]:dw = 0.5mm2/day, dg = 0.25mm2/day,
ρ = 0.009/day [units remain the same throughout the ar-
ticle], low grade glioma [LGG]:dw = 0.25, dg = 0.01,
ρ = 0.012, very LGG: dw = 0.1, dg = 0.005, ρ = 0.024).

The experiments using high-resolution images exhibited
a noticeable difference between the results when using the 3
DTI choices and the coarse MRI resolution experiment results
did not indicate any visible difference (<< 1% difference in
contour deviation ). Therefore, when using a low-resolution
images, it does not matter which type of DTI option is used.

There was an observed difference between the HGG pa-
rameter synthetically grown tumors and the slower growing
parameter tumors. The tumors developed using HGG param-
eters had on average a 14% (supratentorial) and 8% (infraen-
torial) difference in contour deviation between no-DTI and
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Fig. 3. (a) The no-DTI option grows isotropically, its esti-
mated growth speed must be slower. Depicted is the patient
case with 5 ACQs. (b) Validations were performed on the 1st
3 ACQs of all patients showing that HGG results had the most
RMSE and the results of the no-DTI option had median (red
bar) RMSE higher than the other options.

atlas-DTI to the patient-DTI with respect to total radial tu-
mor growth. The differences were less than 5% for slower
growing tumors. Therefore, when gliomas have a low growth
speed (< 40mm/yr), it is not as critical which DTI choice
is used. This is expected because HGG typically exhibit the
anisotropic growth.

Figure 2 shows 2 synthetic tumor cases. The shape of
the synthetic tumors look visibly similar for the results of the
atlas-DTI (green) and subject-DTI (red) cases due to the fact
that both simulate anisotropic tumor growth in white matter
where the speed of growth in each area is dictated by the non-
homogeneity of the DTI. As expected, the directional non-
homogeneity of the DTIs is slightly different between the
subject and atlas-DTIs in very anisotropic regions (Figure 2
red boxes). The no-DTI (blue) option’s tumor growth is ho-
mogeneous and isotropic in white matter and therefore does
not have an anisotropic growth pattern in white matter, but we
still see the change of growth speed between white matter and
gray. Despite these differences, shapes of resulting contours
from using atlas-DTI and no-DTI options were on average
1mm RMSE different than from subject-DTI results.

4. ESTIMATION: TUMOR GROWTH PARAMETERS

Can we accurately estimate tumor growth parameters when
using each of the three DTI options within the FK model?

We used three clinical data sets with tumors located in
the supratentorial region. They were registered the same
way as the synthetic-data of Section 3, with the exception
that masks were used for the non-rigid registrations to hide
the tumors. The tumors were manually segmented in the
original FLAIR MRI resolutions and then were registered to
the ADC of the patient-DTI. Two of the patients (LGG with
low-resolution MRIs, HGG with high-resolution MRIs) had
3 MRI acquisition times and one had 5 acquisitions (LGG
with high-resolution MRIs).

Two steps were performed to estimate the tumor growth
parameters and analyze how well the 3 DTI options worked
within the FK model to reproduce the patient tumor evolu-
tions. (i) Personalization: Optimization of the FK parameters
to find the tumor growth speeds (i.e., dw ∗ ρ,dg ∗ ρ). (ii)
Validation: Verification that the simulated tumor contour of
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Fig. 4. (a) Model accuracy boundaries, where color corre-
sponds to min and max of error, displayed for the LGG patient
with 5 ACQs, show the farther in time one tries to predict, the
less accurate the prediction will be. (b) Results are the same
as Figure 3(b), with the exception that one of the LGG cases
had each of its ACQ times separated by a year with a similar
growth rate to the patient depicted in (a), and therefore with
isotropic growth had much higher median error (red bar).

the personalization was close in reproducing the actual tumor
profile (e.g., Personalize(t1,t2) Validate(t1,t2)). RMSE was
the error metric used. For each of the 3 DTI options, we did
16 experiments (10 validations for the patient with 5 acquisi-
tions (ACQ) and 3 for each of the 2 patients with 3 ACQs).

Results showed (i) differences in the estimated tumor
growth speed and when validating the growth speed, accu-
racy differences can be looked at by (ii) grade and (iii) model
limitations. First, the no-DTI option estimated tumor growth
speed usually has to be slower than the other DTI options
since the no-DTI tensor construction method cannot model
directional preference and grows isotropically. Therefore, the
growth speed needs to compensate. Figure 3(a) shows this
for the patient with 5 ACQs. Second, the validation result for
all of the patients (Figure 3(b)) shows that HGG had a higher
RMSE than LGG had. Third, only the no-DTI case results
had a median high RMSE (Figure 3(b)). This was because of
model limitations since there was one and two years between
ACQs for one of the patients, and the no-DTI case grew too
large in the amount of time. This result can also be seen in
Figure 4(b) in the prediction experiments.

Despite these differences, the means of the RMSE of the
validation experiments for all the patients combined can be
considered equal between the patient-DTI, atlas-DTI and no-
DTI options (p-value= 0.8757 [patient-DTI vs. atlas-DTI],
0.4626 [patient-DTI vs. no-DTI], 0.5589 [atlas-DTI vs. no-
DTI], 2 sample t-test).

5. PREDICTION PERFORMANCE: CLINICAL DATA

How accurate is the FK model, when using each of the three
DTI options, in predicting patient tumor evolutions?

Using the same data from Section 4, we varied the
window of estimation and predicted on unseen cases (e.g.,
Personalize(t1,t2) Predict(start simulation:t1, prediction:t3)).
For each of the 3 DTI options, we did 96 experiments (90
predictions for the patient with 5 ACQs and 3 for each of the
2 patients with 3 ACQs).

Prediction results show accuracy differences with respect
to (i) tumor grade and (ii) model boundaries. First, the pre-
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Fig. 5. Results for patient with 5 AQC times.

diction result for all of the patients combined (Figure 4(b))
showed that the HGG had a high RMSE. Second, only the
low-resolution no-DTI case results had high RMSE (Fig-
ure 4(b)). The low-resolution cases using a DTI had low
RMSE. Third, we observed the boundaries of the traveling
wave approximation’s accuracy with the experiments on the
patient with 5 ACQs, where the average tumor growth speed
is 6.8mm/year (Figure 3(a), 4(a)). Figure 5, shows that for
under 175 days, the predicted patient and atlas-DTI case re-
sults are practically identical to the actual tumor segmentation
(contour lines are sitting on top of each other) and the no-DTI
case results are not far off. However, when predicting 396
days out, the no-DTI case results had a lower RMSE than the
patient and atlas-DTI options. This is because the tumor was
spiky and the results of the results of the no-DTI option grew
to be much larger than the results of the patient and atlas-DTI
options. Therefore, it would encompass a large region even
though it did not match very well the actual tumor segmenta-
tion. The patient and atlas-DTI options result contours match
much better, even for larger times, the contour of the actual
tumor segmentation. However, for large times these DTI op-
tions might fail to grow along a spiky white matter path. For
example, the DTI tensors for the fingery tumor extension in
Day 396 were facing in the right direction for this growth, but
the tensor values were low for both the atlas and patient-DTIs,
which explains why the model did not choose that path.

6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Three options to model tumor diffusion in white matter within
the FK were compared. It was found that the traveling wave
approximation model is most accurate for each of the three
DTI options when the tumor growth speed is low, the image
resolution is high, and the number of days being predicted is
low in comparison with the growth speed. The resulted con-
tours of the atlas- and patient-DTI matched the actual tumor
contours better than the no-DTI option. However, the results
of the no-DTI option using high-resolution images and not too
many days with respect to the tumor growth speed were also
close to the actual tumor. Therefore, this paper demonstrates

that a patient-DTI (when available) is the best option to model
tumor cell diffusion in white matter within the FK framework
since the results show that tumor growth has directional pref-
erence (anisotropic growth) as formulated in [2, 3]. It was
also found that not very much accuracy is lost with the use of
an atlas-DTI. This study shows that modeling glioma growth
with tissue based differential motility (using the no-DTI op-
tion) as proposed in [1] yields less accurate results. However,
refraining from using a DTI would be fine in situations where
the data are very coarse (low resolution), which is the case for
many clinics today, if one has a very good white matter mask
in the areas surrounding the tumor, or for LGG cases since
they are known to grow somewhat isotropically.
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